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500

Olympus C500

K N O W  YO U R  C A M E R A The camera

used for Through our Eyes was a 5 megapixel

Olympus C500, which proved to be of very

high quality and suitable for both manual

and automatic use. Instructors provided two

workshops for all students in the techniques

of photography and effective camera use.

————

T H E  F R A M E   Pay attention to the frame

of your pictures. Use the edges actively, try

new things — get close, go far. Place the 

subject off-centre. Avoid the disease com-

mon to the beginning photographer known

as centeritis, where the subject is placed

dead-centre and the rest of the frame is

empty. Use the entire frame, use the edges 

as part of the composition, and make certain

that everything in the frame contributes to 

your picture.

Find a point of view that “fits” the subject

and your concept. Experiment with unique

and innovative points of view.

————

C O N S I D E R  T H E  B A C K G R O U N D

Look carefully at both the foreground and

background. Try to avoid distracting

elements behind or in front of the subject.

Keep your backgrounds simple — for

landscape or long shots, try to include 

something interesting in the foreground.

————

C A P T U R E  T H E  M O M E N T   Watch for

those special moments. Look for the “deci-

sive moment” — where the subject comes

alive. Facial expressions are very important.

Find the moment when someone’s personali-

ty is revealed.

Every activity reveals moments that are

exciting and vital. They often happen in

moments of interaction between people or

between people and their environment.

What is the moment that best describes your

subject, or how you think or feel about it?

Pay close attention and observe — it is the

primary key to good photographs.

S T AY  L O O S E ;  B E  S P O N T A N E O U S

Think in advance what you want to take 

pictures of. Your mind will help identify

opportunities for pictures.

When you are actually photographing,

don’t think. Feel and react to your subject.

Click the shutter as soon as you see some-

thing interesting. If you stop to think about

it, your subject will “get away” from your

camera.

Take lots of pictures and have fun. Be 

playful and enjoy seeing the world through

your eyes and the camera.

E X P E R I M E N T :  T R Y  A N D  T R Y

A G A I N   Try different things. Take several

pictures of the same thing and experiment

with different backgound and points of 

view. Keep trying. Don’t give up. Don’t get

discouraged. Professional photographers

know they must experiment and try new

approaches for successful pictures. The best

pictures are often made after you “warm-up”

to the subject, and after you have made 

several exposures. Your imagination is 

endless. Be creative.
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W A T C H  T H E  L I G H T   Light can be very

different and is always changing. Consider 

the best light for your subject. You’ll find that

certain types of lighting will bring a subject

to life. Go back to the same subject at differ-

ent times, in different kinds of light. Twilight,

dusk is often considered a “magic” time by

photographers due to the beautiful light and

soft colours. Try to photograph just before

dark and convey something of this magic.

Bright sunlight is often very harsh and 

contrasty. For portraits in deep shadow, turn

your flash on. It will help “open” and soften

the shadows. This is called “fill-in” flash. 

Don’t hesitate to photograph in cloudy or 

soft light, or dark scenes, or even rainy days.

Colour changes as light changes. Be aware

of colour. Use colour in your compositions.

A W A R E N E S S  I S  T H E  K E Y   Be aware

of your surroundings. Watch the action and

observe people, their expressions, postures,

and activities. Try to be aware of yourself.

What are your reactions, feelings, and

thoughts about what you see in the world?

This project is about how you see Hong Kong

and its people. What do you see that is 

interesting or that moves you? What is on

your mind as you look at your surroundings.

Show us.

There are good pictures everywhere; all

you need to do is look at the world. Don’t

worry about taking “good” pictures. The best

pictures are honest and reflect your real 

feelings.

YO U R  M I N D ’ S  E Y E Learn to see as the

camera sees by viewing your images on the

screen after you make them. Sometimes

what you see in your mind is not what 

the camera sees. Use your imagination and

intuition. Try to learn from what the camera

sees, and try to convey what you see and 

feel through the camera. Sometimes a slight

change in perspective, a different moment,

or a different background will convey what

you see and feel. Experiment with motion

and blur, and try new things. Be creative. 

We want to encourage your creativity and

your confidence. 

S P E A K  O F  YO U R  L I F E ,  YO U R S E L F

Express your feelings. What do you care

about? What do you think about? What do

you love, or hate? What would you change

of your environment, the world, or of Hong

Kong if you had the chance? What do you

find interesting or cool, or sad and difficult.

What brings you happiness in the world?

What do you want other people to see?

What do you want to show others? Your

vision is unique. We want to see how you 

see Hong Kong and how you see your own

environment.

Every child is an artist. The problem is 
how to remain an artist once he grows up

Pablo Picasso 

T H R O U G H  O U R  E Y E S ' G O A L S

What strikes you about the Hong Kong 

environment? What is unique about Hong

Kong in your eyes? We want you to be 

creative, to show us your world, and above

all to be honest in conveying your thoughts

and feelings through a camera. There are no

rules for making a good picture. What does

the world look like through your eyes?

Remember these three principles:

Observe

Experiment

Express your thoughts and feelings

And, above all, have fun. Take joy in making

pictures and expressing yourself.
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